
Landscape part 3
Vectoring your lanscape



Now we are going to trace your landscape with the 
pen tool

First we need to prep the image in photoshop

Open your photoshop landscape file



Click on 
your 
foreground 
layer

Then
image>adj
ustment> 
threshold



Slide the bar until you get a nice and easy balance of white and black shapes.  
You will be tracing this with the pen tool later so choose wisely 



So now that we have 
created the shapes. 
We have to adjust the 
shades.  Typically with 
landscapes things 
closer to you ie the 
foreground is the 
darkest with the most 
detail and then gets 
lighter as it recedes.  

Image>adjustments>br
ightnesss and contrast



Because we 
are using 
absolutes ie 
white and 
black

Click the use 
lumenty box 
and then play 
with the 
brightness to 
get the 
desired effect



Click and 
choose the 
middle ground 
layer 

Then use the 
threshold again
Image>
Adjustment 
>threshold

Details start to 
fade away in 
the distance to 
use that to your 
advantage!!!



image> adjustment > brightness and contrast
Click the 
use lumenty 
box and 
then play 
with the 
brightness 
to get a 
middle 
range gray 



Click and 
choose the 
background 
layer 

Then use the 
threshold again
Image>
Adjustment 
>threshold

Details start to 
fade away in the 
distance to use 
that to your 
advantage!!!

Notice the 
simplicity in my 
shapes as they 
go into the 
distance



image>adj> 
brightness and 
contrast

Click the use lumenty box and 
then play with the brightness to 
get a light gray or white



Now we need to merge the image into one layer
Hold shift and click 
on all layers you 
wish to merge

Then right click and 
choose merge 
layers



Now that it is merged choose that overall layer
We are going to 
give an overall hue

Image> 
adjustment> hue 
and saturation

Click colorize and 
find the HUE you 
like



Because i will be asking you trace this in illustrator lets crop this image to make it 
the best composition and easiest for you!

Choose the crop 
tool and then pull 
the edges to frame 
the best 
composition

Remember this is 
your opportunity to 
get rid of any area 
that looks confusing 
or to detail oriented



Choose the rectangle selection 
tool and click and drag from 
one corner to the opposite to 
select the whole image

Then 

edit> copy merge



Now we are going to begin tracing the image
Open illustrator and 
create a NEW FILE!!! Do 
not just open the 
photoshop file in 
illustrator!!!!

Remember to choose the 
landscape orientation



edit>paste



Choose the 
selection tool 
and scale the 
image so it 
mostly fills 
page…. DO 
NOT WARP 
YOUR 
IMAGE!!!!! 



Go to layers and lock the 
layer and add a new 
layer so you can begin to 
create your background 



Choose the pen tool 
and prep your pen tool

Choose no fill (the 
slash)

Choose a color stroke



Begin to click around 
the contour of the sky.

I started with the line 
from where the 
mountains meet the sky 
ie horizon line



Remember to 
create a 
complete 
path you 
must finish 
where you 
began so on 
something 
like the sky 
you must 
trace the 
edges of the 
picture



Lock the layer and then add a 
new layer on top of the sky layer



Choose and 
prep the pen 
tool and begin 
to trace any 
details from the 
sky ie 
background 
layer in this 
layer as you 
can see i am 
tracing clouds



Once you have finished the 
shape choose the selection 
tool and select the cloud or 
shape

Then click on eyedropper 
tool and click inside the 
shape you just traced.  The 
computer will match the 
color for you!!!



Lock that layer and add a 
new layer on top.  Click the 
eyeball and toggle off the sky 
and clouds so you can see 
through



Using the pen tool trace the 
middle ground layer. And 
then use the eyedropper to 
match the color. Lock layer 
and add a new one to then 
trace your foreground!

Continue to create ,layers 
and trace until you have 
filled all of the landscape



Ok now we are going to combine the animal silloutte 
and landscape into a finished artwork.  We will be 
using a new file in Photoshop



Unlock all layers 
and toggle on all 
layers

Used the selection 
tool and click and 
drag from one 
corner to opposite 
to select all of the 
image

Edit>copy



Open photoshop and create a new file 
File >new



Edit >paste
Choose pixel



Open up the animal illustrator file. Using the 
selection tool select the animal and then Edit>copy



Back in the photoshop file   Edit>paste
Use free transform to enlarge it Edit> free transform



In google find a large image that goes well with your 
landscape right click>copy image



edit > paste
Edit> tree transform and enlarge the image to cover 
the page … do not warp!!!



Arrange your layers so 
the
-The landscape is on top
-The animal is in the 
middle
-And background image 
is on bottom



Right click on the 
landscape and 
choose Create 
Clipping mask



Choose 
the 
selection 
tool and 
drag the 
landscape 
to its 
desired 
location



Ok last finishing touch!!!
Right click on the 
background layer and 
choose duplicate  

Drag on of them to the top



Click and select the top layer

Change the opacity to 50 or 
lower

Change the layer mode from 
normal to overlay



Now you are done.  Add the final product to your 
google portfolio

Make sure all components are in your portfolio you 
will get a grade for all of the following
1. Black and white collage landscape
2. 2 Vector animals
3. Final product Animal and landscape

Make sure all things are saved as a jpeg and put in 
your google portfolio


